
Winston Churchill Soldier (Conway, 2005), Geoffrey Best’s Churchill and War
(Bloomsbury, 2006), and Carlo D’Este’s Warlord (Harper Perennial, 2009), to
name only a few.

Though it is not unique, Churchill Warrior does have much to offer: short
issue-targeted chapters for easy reference, insight into the inner workings of
committees and the role of personality at high levels of command, meticulous
detail about the capabilities of weapons systems, exploration of the tension
between domestic and military concerns, and examination of the development of
Churchill’s military thinking among them. One especially valuable contribution is
Lavery’s consideration of Churchill’s career as a military historian and journalist,
revealing how his commentary on historical and contemporary conflicts shaped
his views and strategic choices. Though the book does not offer much in terms of
critical comment or evaluation, it is a valuable study and a compelling read.

Justin D. LyonsCedarville University

The Military Enlightenment: War and Culture in the French Empire from Louis XIV to
Napoleon. By Christy Pichichero. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2017.
Pp. 301. $49.95.)

For decades, scholars have endeavored to understand the ways in which French
Enlightenment thought translated into actual practice and affected people “on
the ground.” A generation of historians starting with Robert Darnton distin-
guished the so-called High Enlightenment of the elite philosophes from the
“underground” literary works that, they contended, exerted a much larger
impact on society as a whole. Meanwhile, scholars such as Roger Chartier sought
to separate fact from fiction in tracing the relationship between Enlightenment
ideas and French revolutionary upheaval.

To date, however, very few historians have weighed these questions from a
military vantage point, as Christy Pichichero does in this innovative study. (The
only other major work in this vein is Arnaud Guinier’s L’honneur du soldat.
Éthique martiale et discipline guerrière dans la France des Lumières, published
by Champ Vallon in 2014.) By explaining how Enlightenment thought impacted,
and was impacted by, the army, warfare, and martial culture, Pichichero pro-
vides novel perspective on both the evolution of Enlightenment thought and the
history of the army in eighteenth-century France.

In Pichichero’s telling, the Military Enlightenment began in the late seven-
teenth century as one dimension of the broader intellectual movement that
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scholars recognize as the Enlightenment. The Military Enlightenment reflected an
effort by contemporaries to apply “a critical philosophical spirit, or esprit philo-
sophique, to acquire a deep understanding of war and the military” (2).

Significantly, Pichichero argues that the thought associated with the Military
Enlightenment was the work not just of military officers and state administrators,
but also of literary elites, political theorists, mathematicians, and others who par-
ticipated in debates and dialogues regarding how warfare and the army might be
improved. Common people, too, eagerly followed and in some cases contributed
to dialogues related to warfare and military institutions, which played important
roles in their everyday lives.

Pichichero’s sources reflect the voices of the former groups—military adminis-
trators and literary elites—much more than those of common people. This is
unsurprising, of course, given that ordinary French men and women left behind
many fewer writings on warfare and the army than did elites. Nonetheless, Pichi-
chero draws on an impressive range of published and (to a somewhat lesser
extent) archival primary sources.

Although this book focuses on the Military Enlightenment in France between the
time of Louis XIV and the Napoleonic era, Pichichero suggests that similar themes
played out in other European states, albeit not necessarily according to the same
chronology. In addition, Pichichero extends the geographical scope of the work
beyond the French metropole, which is its main focus, to include some consideration
of the Military Enlightenment’s impact on French colonies; on this point, however,
her chief conclusion is that the Military Enlightenment was of relatively little impor-
tance in most colonial settings, Saint-Domingue being the major exception.

Given its scope and theme, this book makes for excellent reading for two groups
of historians. First, military historians will benefit from Pichichero’s detailed and
original analysis of the development of eighteenth-century military culture. Second,
scholars of the Enlightenment will find here vital new perspective on the real-world
impact of Enlightenment thought through the medium of the army.

Christopher TozziRensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Her Father’s Daughter: Gender, Power, and Religion in the Early Spanish Kingdoms. By
Lucy K. Pick. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2017. Pp. 290. $65.00.)

The best history monographs deliver much more than is expected from their
main subject matter. Lucy Pick’s new study is such a book. The opening pages
promise a history of royal women in the early medieval Iberian kingdoms of
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